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By: Cadet Brotherton
Oregon Youth ChalleNGe Program, or what
my father and I call “Camp Motivation,” is the place
where we all had our own thoughts and feelings before
coming to concur the ChalleNGe. Before the program
we all felt different emotions like fear, nervousness
and excitement among countless others that felt very
overwhelming. We all had our own thoughts and expectations for this program, some different, some the
same. We all probably had that thought of “it’s going
to be hard, military material hard,” which was the opposite of what we were used to back home.

scariest two-and-a-half hours of our experience thus
far. Sitting next to our families for the last time until
first break, which was fifty-one days away. It’s a good
gap without seeing any of our family, besides the pictures sent by them through snail mail.

All of us will experience homesickness,
whether they want to admit it or not. Some people
could relate to this feeling during the first weeks. Cadet Bellizzi described it as, “being thrown into the
deepest end of a pool without knowing how to swim.”
In all reality, we came here for a purpose, to better
At my orientation we were told what this pro- ourselves and develop new skills to help us in the long
gram was going to be and the expectations we were
run. This program will change your perspective on
going to be held to, so that we had an idea of what was everything as you know it. Do what your told to do
about to smack us in the face and the commitment we and you will have no problems. Be motivated and
had to have. I was told that the water here is “magic
committed to work hard towards your short and longwater.” Mr. Strupith explained this during the presen- term goals, then these twenty-two weeks will fly by so
tation he was giving to us at orientation. For the fact
fast that it will make you say “holy smokes Batman”
that “it’ll cure anything. Headache? No problem, drink per Mr. Dupont.
some more water; Getting sick? Drink more water;
Broke a bone? Drink LOTS of water” he said. But the
arrival/ intake at OYCP was the most nerve wracking/
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Intake Day
By: Cadet Chambers
Uneasiness, worry, and a growing sense of no
longer being able to avoid the present all crept their
way into the pit of my stomach the closer our car approached OYCP that morning. Deep down I knew I
wanted a better life for myself, to be rid of this fate
filled with failure, stagnancy, and bitter grief.
Before my arrival to The Youth Challenge Program I struggled with the loss of a parent, trauma, anorexia, depression, self-harm, anxiety and suicide. What
felt like a never-ending tidal wave of misfortunes became my downfall, as I let what I experienced dictate
my mentality towards life. But after years of innerturmoil I realized this isn’t what I wanted for myself. I
used to think I wanted nothing out of life, to simply not
exist, but I was already doing that. I had dropped out of
school, isolated myself, treated myself as though I was
nothing, gave up.
What I really wanted was the opposite: to be
happy. To make those who remained and myself proud,
to live. No matter how hard I tried to convince myself
otherwise, the evidence was in front of me the whole
time. I was alive. I could become someone better, right
now, if I decided to. Granted, I might need help to get
there, and it certainly wouldn’t be easy, but I had the
ability because I was still here, a luxury some don’t
have. On Intake Day, when I realized I could no longer
avoid the present, I made a goal to face it. Even if confronting life means hardships, fear, and sadness, maybe
one day it could mean joy, sanctuary, and peace with
myself if I work hard enough.
As these thoughts hummed in the back of my
mind on Intake Day, I watched my new fate unfold in a
room unfamiliar to me. The voices of people I didn’t
know slipped into my ears and pounded to the beat of
my heavy heart. Chills ran across my skin the nearer it

got to when we’d have to leave our families and old
lives behind. As the presentation ended and last classes’ graduation video dimmed into darkness, the new
candidates rose from their seats to say goodbye. As I
followed suit and gave a quick goodbye hug to my
Mother, Cadre began filling the halls and yelling.
Adrenaline surged through my already anxiety-stricken
frame, but I forced my quivering body to heave my
baggage up and started towards the door where the
shouting echoed from.
A girl in front of me dragged her feet and bag,
only for a Cadre to start screaming in her ear, her response being to drop her bag and stop moving entirely.
I quickened my pace past the scene, the Cadre’s yelling
faded as I moved faster. Before me now stood a massive open floor, my fellow candidates flustered when
sounding off, jumbling together with Cadre demands. I
joined the formation, reading the words in my handbook over and over in unison with the others, screaming “1, 2!” as we repeatedly stood and sat down. My
shaking arms now burned from carrying my bag as uncontrollable tears began spilling out of my fearful eyes.
What followed was a drawn-out day of ridicule, strict discipline and constant shouting. We were
searched, weighed, examined and given commands to
cease all laughter, talking, and looking at anything or
anyone. No longer was it acceptable to itch our face or
fix our hair, unless we wished to pay dearly for it.
Backs were straight and our new lives had now commenced, Red Stage now being the challenge we were
ready for.
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Red Stage
By: Cadet Scott
Red stage is considered the hardest part of the
Oregon Youth Challenge Program. It is meant to build
discipline and teach you what is expected. The night of
intake day my mind was racing with all sorts of
thoughts. I believed I made the dumbest decision of my
life. But as the days went by I discovered why I was
there and what I could accomplish if I got my mind in
the right place.

Why do we get yelled at? Why do we have to march?
Why do we have to say sir yes sir? And why do we
have to fold our underwear so perfectly?! When Red
Stage ended, I finally discovered that my Cadre were
setting me up for the real world. The uncomfortable
environment was meant to teach us how to cope with
difficult problems and people. The Cadre were intentionally difficult to teach how to respond to aggressive
conflicts without blowing up at each other.

The most important part of Red Stage is to not
let your thoughts take control of you. By day five, I
was ready to quit because I kept telling myself it was
too tough and it wasn’t going to get any better. That is
the wrong attitude to have if you want to succeed at
this program. One thing that helped me was every
night, I would think of three things that would motivate
me the next day, like how strong I would get by doing
pushups, or how fast I could fold my shorts. Surprisingly, it worked. I suddenly wanted to stand out among
the other candidates. I wanted to be the best at everything. Obviously, there were others who beat me at
things, but that made me single out that person and I set
a goal of beating them, which created a kind of game
that made red stage fun.

Even though this part was hard for me at home,
Red Stage really changed my perspective on it. Now
being here only a little over a month, I learned to keep
my cool when others are being difficult or the cadre hit
the roof over something I did. For the duration of Red
Stage, we learned many life coping skills that can be
applied throughout the program and everyday situations.

Red stage graduation came so fast and when I
shook the director’s hand as he handed me my ribbon, I
felt ready to go home. This phase had such a strong
impact on me, I felt I could walk out the door and be
successful. At that point I remembered this was the
beginning and there were so much more opportunities
At OYCP it’s okay to try and be the best, espe- at this program than I thought. At that moment, I felt a
cially in Red Stage, because that is what shows your
shiver down my spine knowing I just made the best
Cadre that you are willing to commit to the challenge
decision of my life.
to improve your life. When the Cadre see that you are
committed, it opens so many doors to your success.
During red stage, us candidates learned the standards
and the basic way things are done. We learned how to
march, make our racks, fold our clothes, perform physical training (P.T), enter and exit classrooms, and much
more. Our minds were constantly thinking and we were
always on our feet. At the end of each day, my feet hurt
badly, but I felt super satisfied with what I learned.
One of the hardest parts of Red Stage, for me,
was figuring out why we did things the way we did.
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Reality of OYCP
By: Cadet Pappas

The reality of OYCP is a reality of routine. Our
days, while unpredictable, are often similar in a multitude of ways. We rise solemnly, at six o’clock no later.
We then follow a series of steps to prepare for our
forthcoming day. We dress in our appropriate uniform
and ready ourselves for the beginning task of the morning colors. Colors, is a cold, yet beautiful march to the
flagpole at sunrise. We group together first, second, and
third platoons, with the morning air stinging our faces,
we all stand, still enough to hear the roosters crow in
the distant farmland. The American flag as well as the
state of Oregon flag are raised as we salute. Paying respects to our country, those who are currently standing,
those who have stood and fallen for it. By the dawns
early light, we stand by our flag with the golden glow
of the sun, staining the horizon.
Throughout our day, we are faced with mundane tasks such as uniform preparation. Prepping our
uniforms requires two chores, ironing clothes and shining our boots. A wise Cadre once told me the sheen of
our boots is an easy way to determine character. If your
boots are shiny, it shows the effort you’ve put in to sustain that shine. If your boots are dull or even matte, it is
clear that you had little or no intention of taking care of
the leather. Even the most minor of details are important here.
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After we’ve accomplished a couple tasks and
taken few too many latrine breaks, it’s time for PT, or
physical training. PT though intense and often exhausting, seemingly boosts everyone’s mood. Letting those
endorphins run rampant is a motivating way to finish
off a hectic day. We have three specific days we follow
for PT. The first is speed, often we will run the mile or
do some sprints up and down the driveway. Second
comes strength. On strength days we will lift weights in
the weight room, or complete circuit workouts. Lastly,
there is endurance. Endurance days are by far the most
menacing. They consist of running the perimeter which
is roughly two miles around, or running loops, repetitively. Regardless of how brutal and daunting our training may be while running, Cadre always motivate us to
run harder because they know what we are capable of.
They help us to establish the mindset that quitting is not
an option. And in life, that is an important attitude to
have.
As the day nears its end, and Cadets grow weary, each and every one of us has received a life lesson
from the day. We are taught to always stand proud and
have respect when the time comes. Even the smallest of
details have major significance, so always put care and
effort into what you do. And lastly, remember that quitting is not an option, if you have committed to something, you see it through. This is our reality as OYCP
Cadets.

S2C
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By: Cadet Zoormajian
Service to community, not only one of our
eight core components, but one of the things that Oregon Youth ChalleNGe cadets look forward to most on
weekends. During an S2C project, cadets get to go off
site, and go all around Central Oregon doing work for
organizations such as Equine Outreach and Healing
Reins. They also get to do work at many of the areas
beautiful state parks under the supervision of the park
rangers.
The work cadets engage in on S2C projects
vary greatly. Cadets will do everything from shoveling
horse manure, to crowd control. But no matter what job
a cadet is assigned, they get it done with motivation
and quality, as is everything at OYCP. You may wonder why OYCP calls these projects Service to Community and not just Community Service. Well, the Cadre
have a well recited answer to anyone that asks that particular question. They say that Community Service
sounds like some kind of punishment for something
done wrong. Something that you don’t really want to
do, but have to get done anyway.
However, Service to Community is totally different. During S2C projects, cadets are gaining job
skills, experiences, and for the most part, having more
fun then they normally have back on site. An S2C is
something cadets tend to look forward to, not think of
as a punishment or obligation. All OYCP cadets must
complete a minimum 80 hours of service to community
prior to graduation. Upon completion cadets will receive an S2C ribbon for their Class-A uniform. One of
my favorite Service to Community projects that I participated in was Healing Reins. Healing Reins is a nonprofit organization that uses horses as a from of emotional and physical healing. Our crew of 16 arrived at
0900, and we were briefed on our jobs as soon as we

stepped off the bus. We were split into 4 groups of 4.
One group would be picking up pine cones, needles,
and sticks to put on the burn pile, and the other 3
groups would be shoveling horse stalls and transporting the contents to the massive manure pile in the center of all the stalls.
While shoveling manure sounds like a crappy
job, when done with the right attitude it becomes quite
enjoyable. Around 1500, when we had finished, we
were all lined up to be thanked by one of the kind individuals who helps run Healing Reins. She explained to
us that our work benefited the organization greatly, as
they were a non-profit, and the horses are actually significantly happier with clean stalls. When she had finished talking, we piled onto the bus with dust covered
boots, sweat-soaked hats, and a sense of accomplishment.
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Incentive Training
By: Cadet Voudren
Incentive training is the painful process of grueling exercises as a means of motivation or punishment. Whenever a cadet does something wrong,
whether it just be in general or something as simplistic
as making the wrong facial expression, the cadet is
then corrected “on-the-spot.” But, if the behavior continues, the cadet is placed on incentive training, or IT.
Eventually, though, if the behavior does not change,
that cadet will be put on a list – after receiving a DIR –
for Motivational Additional Duty Detail, or more commonly known as MADD. But that is an entirely different story altogether.

high knees, butt kickers, side shuttle hops, which are
just jumping jacks, and finally burpees, which I have
not seen yet, because it is not part of incentive training, thank God. This leaves me with one final piece of
advice: Don’t try to earn yourself incentive training
unless you are up for the challenge!

For me, my first IT was so stressful, I began to
cry. It was downright the single most difficult and
physically demanding workout that I, personally, have
ever experienced. I didn’t even believe I had deserved
it. In group IT, however, it was as if a million souls
cried out at once and then were silenced by their Cadre. I don’t know if other people think about it this
way, mainly because I have seen some strange obsessions with the idea of enduring a physically dominating personal or group exercise. Especially from my
section of cadets, because we can’t necessarily talk to
other platoons without getting “talked to” by our Cadre, or other staff for that matter, which is usually
worse because they are not your Cadre.
The “light” workouts of incentive training
consist of any of the following: push-ups, which are
fun if they’re not contained inside a bottle of incentive
training; mountain climbers, which feel more like
you’re climbing the cold, hard floor; running in place,
or RIP, means if you didn’t catch it already, that
you’re essentially already dead and not going anywhere. Crazy, right? But wait, there’s more! There are
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A Break is Calling

Date Goes Here

By: Cadet Pappas

There I was, sitting at this hulking, metal
desk, minding my own business of course. It was a
boring shift; no calls were made. The intention of
“Phone Duty”, is to answer any incoming calls and
transfer them if need be. It had been a long day, we
had run miles just minutes before my shift begun. I
was exhausted. Like I said, I was sitting there minding
my own, working on a remedial math packet if I remember correctly. When all of a sudden, this incessant, buzzing noise started to pierce my ears. I had
assumed a fly was nearby. It wasn’t long, this buzz, no
more than a couple seconds. I lifted my head, eager to
find the source of the noise. It was the doorbell, I
knew it was a familiar sound. The first thing I see, the
dim, fluorescent lighting surrounded her like a halo,
my Mom, as celestial as ever. My eyes began to sting
and my head, swarmed with that warm, fuzzy feeling.
Before I can even recognize my own feelings, tears
stream down my face. The suppressed emotions have
made their way out. The salty water excreted from my
eyes, flooded my cheeks and rolled over my lips. It
was beautiful, the reunion, between mother and
daughter. I had finally felt whole again, like a real person. This moment was so overwhelming, though only
temporary, it will remain my favorite forever.
I can only hope that its not just me. That others too can experience this extraordinary moment.
That theirs may be as extraordinary as mine. It was
like all of the love and respect and appreciation I’ve
ever had was in the form of a balloon, and that balloon
popped. I stood there crying, in these hideous green
sweatpants, so relieved to call her mine. She was my
Mom, something that no Cadre could take away from
me in that moment. We held each other, for a short
lapse of time, I didn’t want her to go away. I felt so
lucky. So incredibly lucky. I knew the other Cadets in

my platoon would envy me. But, then again, every
part of my being wishes that each and every Cadet can
have a moment like this. It was like something out of a
movie.
While break nears, Cadets have had this unsettling feeling. We get to see our families, and normal
lives for a brief weekend. We ponder what the vacation holds in store. One thing we all know for sure is
that it won’t include a drill floor. Bearing is a term
that describes a stone-faced Cadet. Lately, Cadets
have lost their bearing, straight lipped facial expressions gone awry to smiles. We can’t help but be excited and happy to go home. Cadets have realized that a
break is calling and a break is well deserved.
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Cadets, welcome to the Oregon National Guard
Youth Challenge Program (OYCP). Youth Challenge is a
national program funded by the Department of Defense and
implemented through the National Guard Bureau. There
are 40 programs in 29 states and Puerto Rico. Youth Challenge provides a second chance for 16 to 18 year old kids
who have dropped out of high school or are struggling in
our mainstream schools and not likely to graduate. Since its
inception in 1993, the Challenge program has successfully
graduated over 175,000 cadets. Some of the graduates have
earned high school credits and returned to school. Others
have earned academic credentials (GED or diploma) and
have gone on to pursue higher education, employment or
military service.
There are two phases of Youth Challenge: A 5 ½
month residential phase, which you are currently in and a
12 month post residential phase. During the residential
phase, OYCP cadets operate in a quasi-military environment that is very structured and disciplined. Every day you
will work to satisfy program requirements based on the 8
core components: Academic Excellence, Service Learning,
Leadership/Followership, Physical Training, Health & Hygiene, Life Coping Skills, Responsible Citizenship and Job
Skills. In addition you will learn to work as a team, gaining
self-esteem and self-confidence as you progress through
the program. All cadets will develop their cadet action plan
(CAP) with the help of OYCP staff. It’s basically a road
map that you and your mentor will use to ensure you remain focused on established objectives and goals as you go
through the 12 month post residential phase. After graduation you will return home and work with your mentor for
the next 12 months. Together you’ll use the CAP to stay on
track and remain focused on your goals. Each month your
mentor will report back to OYCP on your Post Res-

idential progress. OYCP staff are also available to provide
assistance to you and your mentor should the need arise.
My advice to current cadets:
 Follow directions.
- Do it quickly and to the best of your ability.
 Always ask questions if you’re uncertain.
- It’s always best to have a clear understanding before
you proceed rather than wonder around aimlessly.
 Help a fellow cadet when they are in need.
- You never know, you may be the next cadet who
needs help.
 Be respectful of others and they will respect you.
 Be responsible for your actions.
- Take credit when credit is due.
- If you make a mistake, own up to it and take corrective action.
 Be proud of your accomplishments.
- Celebrate your achievements with fellow cadets,
friends and family.
- Start working on your next goal.
 Have fun!
I’m proud of every cadet who has made it to this point. It
has taken commitment, hard work, dedication and follow
through to get this far. I encourage you to continue to give
100% every day and to excel as you work towards graduation. You can do this!
In the future, you will look back at Youth Challenge with
fond memories of the staff, your experiences and your fellow cadets. Trust me, you will!
Dan Radabaugh
OYCP Director

Yes!, I’d like to help Oregon Youth ChalleNGe through the
Central Oregon Youth Investment Foundation.

I am donating…(Please make checks payable to “Central Oregon Youth Investment Foundation”)
____$50 ____$100 ____$200 Other $______
I would like my donation to toward:
 Cadet Scholarships
 Program Improvements/Support
 I’m interested in volunteer opportunities at OYCP
 I’m interested in becoming a mentor for an OYCP youth
 I’d like more information about OYCP
Name:

.

Address:

.
.

Phone Number: Home:
Email:

Business Phone:

Please detach this form and send it, along with your check in care of:
Oregon Youth Challenge Program
23861 Dodds Rd. Bend, OR 97701
Phone: 541-317-9623

.
_______

www.facebook.com/ONGYCP
twitter.com/ongycp Main Program
twitter.com/OYCPpostres Mentors

OUR MISSION: Is to provide opportunities for personal growth, self improvement and academic achievement among Oregon high school drop outs,
youth no longer attending and those failing in school, through a highly structured non-traditional environment; integrating training, mentoring and

